Mounting onto Side Rails

1. Ensure that the cable manager is oriented upright with the longer cable support arm situated on the bottom. Align rack clips with the desired position on the side rails.

2. Press top and bottom rack clips into the side rails, ensuring that each is securely fastened (image 1).

3. Repeat on the alternate side of the cable management panel.

4. To remove panel, from the rear of the side rail, squeeze the rack clips towards each other and push out to the front. Alternatively, from the front, press a small flat screwdriver below the rack clip and lever down while pulling the cable manager outwards (image 2).
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Installation of Patch Cords

1. Plug one end of the patch cord into the desired port of the patch panel above or below the cable management panel.

2. Feed the patch cord through the tongues of the cable manager.

3. Take the other end of the cord through the vertical cable management (if utilised) and plug into the required position on the next patch panel.

4. Feed the patch cord through the tongues of the adjacent cable manager.

5. Repeat the process for subsequent patch cords.
Installing Cable Manager Cover

1. Ensure that all patch cords are neatly captured by the cable manager.

2. Make certain that the “TOP” marker in the middle of the cover is directed upwards.

3. Hook the left hand side of the cover on the far left cable management tongues and check that it is secure. With the locking tab open, push the right hand side of the cover onto the cable manager (image 3).

4. Push the locking tab in towards the cover until it sits flush with the front fascia (image 4.)

5. Check to ensure that the cover is securely fastened to the cable manager and none of the patch cords have been trapped or pinched.

Removing Cable Manager Cover

Removing the cover is simply the reverse of steps three and four of the installation process.